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Abstract
Dissolved Mn(II) in the hydrothermal plume is known to be microbially oxidized to form
Mn(III/IV) oxides, and the Mn oxides scavenge other trace elements in seawater.
In the recent GEOTRACES GP16 cruise, dissolved Mn (dMn) and particulate Mn (pMn) were
found to be transported over 4000 km westwards from the Southern Eastern Pacific Rise.
Previous studies in this plume showed different removal rates of dMn and pMn as well as pMn
size distribution between the near-field (<80 km from the ridge axis) and far-field (>80 km)
plumes. In order to understand Mn cycling in these plumes, spatial distribution, oxidation states,
and mineral structures of Mn in small size fraction (SSF; 0.8-51 μm) and large size fraction
(LSF; >51 μm) particles from the near-field and far-field plumes were examined using micro Xray fluorescence spectrometry (μ-XRF), X-ray absorption near-edge structure spectroscopy
(XANES), chemical species mapping, and extended X-ray absorption fine-structure spectroscopy
(EXAFS). In the near-field plume, pMn in the SSF is dominated by oxidized Mn with Mn(III)
fractions of ~30%. They are a mixture of δ-MnO2 and triclinic birnessites that is known to be
formed as a result of autocatalytic Mn(II) oxidation at the surface of freshly-formed δ-MnO2,
suggesting that both microbial and autocatalytic Mn oxidations occur in the near-field plume.
The LSF pMn in the near-field plume is also oxidized and often found in large aggregates several
hundreds of μm in size. These aggregates settle out in the near-field and during transport, and are
not found in the far-field plume. In the far-field plume where Mn oxides are not newly formed,
pMn in the SSF is oxidized, but their Mn(III) fractions are smaller than in the near-field pMn.
Unlike the SSF, the far-field plume LSF pMn is dominated by reduced Mn, implying very slow
aggregation of pMn in the far-field plume. The different characteristics of pMn between the
near-field and far-field plumes affect its scavenging of other trace elements. In the near-field
plume, Co, Mo, 231Pa are associated with pMn, but not in the far-field plume. The 231Pa is
adsorbed to pFe rather than pMn in the far-field plume, and Pb is adsorbed to pFe in the entire
plume. The result shows that freshly-formed Mn oxides in the near-field plume have higher
scavenging capacity than the far-field plume pMn. Our findings suggest that the mineralogical
age of Mn oxides may be an important parameter that controls the scavenging of many other
trace elements and isotopes.
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1. Introduction
Redox cycling of manganese (Mn) plays an important role in ocean biogeochemistry. Its
reduced form, Mn(II), is soluble and is taken up by phytoplankton to be used in photosynthesis
and other biological processes (Raven, 1990; Peers and Price, 2004). On the other hand, oxidized
Mn forms Mn(III/IV) oxide minerals that can effectively scavenge and remove other trace metals
in seawater due to their high sorptive and oxidative capacity (see review by Tebo et al., 2004).
Oxidation of Mn occurs through two-step electron transfers (Luther, 2005). At seawater pH, the
oxidation of Mn(II) to Mn(IV) by O2 is limited despite being thermodynamically favorable
because of the reactivity barrier imposed by the first electron transfer step (Luther, 2010; Hansel
and Learman, 2015). Manganese oxidation can occur via catalyzation by mineral surfaces or
microbial mediation, yet the former is orders of magnitude slower than the latter (Nealson et al.,
1988; Tebo, 1991; Junta and Hochella, 1994). Thus, Mn oxidation in nature is thought to be
largely microbially mediated, although its pathways and mechanisms are not fully defined yet.
Laboratory studies using Mn-oxidizing bacteria and fungi have shown that Mn(II) is directly
oxidized enzymatically on the outermost layer of their cells or spores (Nealson and Ford, 1980;
vanWaasbergen et al., 1996; Francis and Tebo, 2002; Miyata et al., 2004; Dick et al., 2008;
Butterfield et al., 2013). Recently, more Mn oxidation pathways have been identified including
indirect oxidation via extracellular superoxide (O2-) released from bacteria or fungi (Learman et
al., 2011a; Hansel et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2013) and autocatalytic oxidation of Mn(II) at the
surface of microbially-formed Mn(III/IV) oxides (Bargar et al., 2005a; Learman et al., 2011b).
The microbial Mn oxidation primarily precipitates layers of poorly crystalline Mn(IV) oxides
with hexagonal symmetry that is similar in structure to δ-MnO2 (Bargar et al., 2000; Villalobos
et al., 2003), but further reactions with dissolved Mn(II) and/or other cations can yield various
secondary products, such as 10-Å Na phyllomanganate, feitknechtite, hausmannite, manganite,
todorokite, and triclinic birnessite (Mandernack et al., 1995; Bargar et al., 2005a; Feng et al.,
2010; Learman et al., 2011b; Yang et al., 2019).
At hydrothermal vents, reducing hydrothermal fluids enriched in Mn(II) are injected to
the ocean (Edmond et al., 1982). Mixing of these vent fluids with more oxidizing ambient
seawater allows oxidation of Mn(II) in the plume. The removal of Mn(II) by microbiallymediated oxidation is supported by several observations, such as decreased Mn(II) removal by
poisons like sodium azide (Cowen et al., 1986; Cowen et al., 1990; Mandernack and Tebo, 1993;
Dick et al., 2009), isolation of Mn-oxidizing bacteria from vent sites (Ehrlich, 1983; Dick et al.,
2006), and observation of Mn-coated bacteria in the vent plume by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) (Cowen et al., 1986; Campbell et al., 1988; Cowen et al., 1998). The Mn
particles in the Guaymas Basin hydrothermal plume have been also shown to be hexagonal
birnessite or δ-MnO2-like mineral that is similar to the product of microbial Mn oxidation (Dick
et al., 2009). Once the hydrothermal Mn is converted to Mn oxides, they eventually settle and
sink to the seafloor, scavenging other trace elements (German and Seyfried Jr., 2014 and
references therein), and contributing to the deposition of metalliferous sediments. Despite these
removal processes, however, dissolved Mn from hydrothermal sources has been observed
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thousands of kilometers away from the ridge axis (Klinkhammer, 1980; Klinkhammer and
Hudson, 1986), and Mn-rich metalliferous sediments have been also found on a similar spatial
scale (Bostrom and Peterson, 1966, 1969). These observations imply that the hydrothermal Mn is
removed from the plume in a time scale comparable to the basin-scale dispersion. However,
previous studies on the cycling of hydrothermal Mn have been focused on the processes close
(within ~20 km) to the sources (Campbell et al., 1988; Cowen et al., 1990; Mandernack and
Tebo, 1993), and little is known about the reactions occurring in the distal plume.
The cycling of Mn in the non-buoyant hydrothermal plume is often compared to that of
Fe because soluble Fe(II) is also enriched in hydrothermal fluids and is removed by oxidation to
Fe(III) oxyhydroxides (von Damm, 1990; Feely et al., 1996; German and Seyfried Jr., 2014),
although its oxidation process is abiotic and several orders of magnitude faster than that of Mn
(Field and Sherrell, 2000). The recent GEOTRACES GP16 cruise to the Eastern South Pacific
collected hydrothermal plume samples from the 15°S East Pacific Rise along ~4500 km of the
plume transport path. Studies from this cruise showed that hydrothermally derived Fe and Mn
can travel over 4000 km in both dissolved and particulate (materials collected by 0.45 μm or 0.8
μm filtration) phases (Resing et al., 2015; Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018). In these
studies, different behaviors of Fe and Mn have been observed between near-field (<87 km) and
far-field plumes (>87 km). First of all, dissolved Fe (dFe) and Mn (dMn) are removed only in the
near-field plumes but remain conservative in the rest of the plume (Resing et al., 2015). Both
particulate Fe (pFe) and Mn (pMn) are also removed rapidly in the near-field plume, but in the
far-field plume, pMn is removed more slowly than pFe (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Lee et al.,
2018). Lastly, the size partitioning of pMn in the near-field plume is unusual, with ~50% in large
(>51 μm) particles, whereas pFe and other elements have only ~20% of the particle phase in
large particles. This difference in size distribution disappears in the far-field plume where all
elements including Mn mainly (70-80%) consist of small particles (0.8-51 μm) (Lee et al., 2018).
These observations hint at different processes that govern the cycling of Fe and Mn in the nearfield and far-field plumes. Further studies revealed the physicochemical forms of dFe and pFe
and their transformation along the plume (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Hoffman et al., 2018), but
not much attention has been paid to Mn in these plumes.
In this study, we present the chemistry of Mn in small (0.8-51 μm) and large (>51 μm)
hydrothermal plume particles collected at two near-field and two far-field stations from the GP16
cruise. Spatial distribution, oxidation states, and mineral structures of Mn in these particles were
examined using micro X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (μ-XRF), X-ray absorption near-edge
structure spectroscopy (XANES) and chemical species mapping, and extended X-ray absorption
fine-structure spectroscopy (EXAFS), respectively. Details of each analytical technique are
reviewed in Lam et al. (2015b). Based on the results of this study and the distributions of dMn,
pMn, and particle size in the plume known from the previous studies, we discuss the cycling of
Mn in the near-field and far-field plumes and its implication on the scavenging of other trace
elements.
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2. Methods
2.1. Sampling location
Hydrothermal plume particles were collected during the U.S. GEOTRACES East Pacific
Zonal Transect (EPZT) cruise (GP16 section) (October-December 2013), which sailed from
Manta, Ecuador to Tahiti (Fig. 1). The cruise crossed over the 15°S Southern East Pacific Rise
(SEPR) ridge axis at station 18, and the rest of the stations are located downstream of the nonbuoyant plume spreading from the SEPR to the west. Hydrothermal activities along the SEPR
have been previously well documented by mantle-derived, high 3He (3Hexs) (Lupton and Craig,
1981; Feely et al., 1996). In the GP16 cruise, the hydrothermal plume was identified by
anomalously high 3Hexs at depths between 2200m and 3000m (Jenkins et al., 2018), as well as
high dFe and dMn concentrations (Resing et al., 2015). Based on the linear correlations between
3
Hexs and dFe and dMn, Resing et al. (2015) suggested that the plume detected at station 20 to
the westernmost station is a continuous plume and mainly a mixture of hydrothermal materials
derived from vents located further south (17-18.5°S), which was carried north and then west by
topographically-steered currents (Shimmield and Price, 1988; Hautala and Riser, 1993; Talley
and Johnson, 1994). On the other hand, the plume with anomalously low 3Hexs at station 18 was
attributed to a local hydrothermal source (Jenkins et al., 2018). In this study, we investigated
hydrothermal plume particles from station 18 over the ridge axis, and from stations 20, 21, and
25 that are approximately 81 km, 243 km, and 1350 km off from the ridge axis, respectively.
Station 23 was not chosen because it is thought to be a circulation feature and falls off from the
continuous westward aging pattern of the plume (Jenkins et al., 2018). As described earlier,
stations 18 and 20 show different removal patterns of dMn and pMn and size distribution of pMn
from the rest of the stations. Therefore, we will refer to stations 18 and 20 as “near-field stations”
and stations 21 and 25 as “far-field stations”.
2.2. Sample collection
Particle samples were collected using battery-powered in-situ pumps (McLane WTS-LV)
that were set up with two mini-MULVFS filter holders (Bishop et al., 2012). The seawater
entering each filter holder first passes through 142 mm diameter, 51 μm pore-size polyester prefilter followed by a pair of quartz fiber Whatman QMA filters (“QMA” side) or a pair of 0.8 μm
pore-size polyethersulfone Supor™ filters (“Supor” side). After collection, filters were cut into
1/16 or 1/8 wedges with a ceramic rotary-blade, and then dried on acid-leached polystyrene
“eggcrate” grids in a laminar flow bench (HEPA filter). The dried samples were stored in
particle-free cleanroom polyethylene bags (KNF Flexpak). Further details of the pump operation
and particle collection for the entire cruise are described in Heller et al. (2017). All filters were
pre-cleaned with trace-metal grade HCl before the cruise and on-board filter processing was
performed within a HEPA-filtered bubble. The small and large size fraction (SSF and LSF)
particles used for X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy are from the top layer of the Supor-side Supor
filters (st, 0.8-51 μm) and the QMA-side pre-filters (qp, >51 μm), respectively. From another
subset of the same filters, trace element concentrations were measured. The analytical methods
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and results of the elemental concentrations were published in Lee et al. (2018). The elemental
concentrations data were considered when interpreting the results of X-ray fluorescence
spectroscopy.
2.3. X-ray absorption spectroscopy
2.3.1. Photodamage of samples and selection of beamlines
As a preliminary study, we collected micro (beam size: 4x4 μm2) XRF (μ-XRF) and
quick Mn XANES (μ-QXANES) data from the samples at the Berkeley Advanced Light Source
(ALS) beamline 10.3.2. Collecting Mn X-ray fluorescence data from the marine particles was
challenging because of heterogeneity and low Mn concentrations of the samples (0.1-18.6 nmol
Mn/cm2 of filter). In particular, photoreduction and photoablation seemed to occur occasionally
when a particle was irradiated with a high, focused flux of X-rays for too long at room
temperature. For instance, photodamage was observed after a sample was irradiated for ~100
seconds with ~109 ph/s of energy, and it occurred more frequently when the particles had high
organic contents.
Partly in response to these problems, bulk XANES and EXAFS of SSF particles were
acquired at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Lightsource (SSRL) beamline 11-2. At this
beamline, the samples were loaded within a liquid nitrogen cryostat to minimize any photoreaction during the data collection, which was confirmed by no change in the X-ray fluorescence
spectra during >20 scans. The large beam size (10x1 mm2) of this beamline allowed for the
collection of integrated signals from heterogeneous particles. The SSF particle samples were
analyzed on the Supor filters on which they were collected. In order to increase the amount of
sample materials irradiated by the beam, a 1/16 or 1/8 slice of the Supor filters (equivalent to 2550 liters filtered) was folded so that 20-60 layers were fit into a sample holder. Because Supor
filters have negligible Mn, the detected fluorescence spectra were the integration of those from
all particles lying on the pathway of 10x1 mm2 beam penetrating through 20-60 filter layers.
For LSF particles, bulk measurement could not be performed because the particles are
distributed sparsely on a polyethylene prefilter that contains relatively high Mn. Thus, the Mn
oxidation state of the LSF particles was measured using micro (5x5 μm2) chemical mapping
techniques at SSRL beamline 2-3, which has a lower photon flux at the Mn K-edge than the ALS
beamline 10.3.2. Since beamline 2-3 was not equipped with cryogenic sample cooling system,
potential photodamage was monitored during the measurement. The photodamage was not
observable during chemical mapping because each 5x5 μm2 area of the samples was exposed to
X-rays for less than a second during the entire procedure (see section 2.3.3). EXAFS spectra of
the LSF samples could not be obtained at this beamline, however, because it required the
samples to be irradiated for >12 hours at their concentration range, which will likely cause
photodamage. Only one EXAFS spectra was collected from a LSF particle. This was done at
SSRL beamline 10-2, which has a larger beam size (10x10 μm2) and thus lower photon flux/area
than SSRL beamline 2-3, to reduce photodamage.
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2.3.2. Collection of bulk XANES and EXAFS for SSF particles
Averaged oxidation states of Mn in SSF (0.8-51 μm) particles were determined by bulk
Mn XANES at SSRL beamline 11-2 except for four samples whose Mn concentrations were too
low for XANES analysis (Supp. Table 1). For these low-Mn samples, the Mn oxidation state was
measured using Mn chemical species mapping at SSRL 2-3 (section 2.3.3). At SSRL 11-2, the
Mn K-edge XANES spectra were collected using a Si (220) monochromator (Φ = 90o) to create a
monochromatic beam with a 10x1 mm2 beam size. The monochromator was calibrated using a
potassium permanganate (KMnO4) XANES scan with its pre-edge set to 6543.34 eV.
Fluorescence spectra were collected from -200 to approximately +450 eV around the Mn K-edge
(6539 eV), using a Canberra 100-pixel Ge solid-state monolith detector cooled with liquid
nitrogen. Among the SSF samples studied by XANES, three near-field samples (GT8437st,
GT8705st, and GT8436st) were further examined by EXAFS to elucidate the mineral structure of
Mn in the particles. The EXAFS spectra could not be taken from far-field SSF samples due to
their low Mn contents (<1.4 nmol Mn/cm2 of filter). The instrumental setting for the EXAFS
analysis was the same as for the XANES, but for EXAFS, the fluorescence spectra were
collected to approximately +600 eV above the Mn K-edge, which is equivalent to k = ~11.5 Å-1.
The spectra beyond k = 12 Å-1 were not collected due to the interference of high fluorescence
from Fe in the samples.
The collected XANES and EXAFS spectra were averaged, background-subtracted,
normalized, and deglitched as necessary, and least squares fitting was performed using the
SIXPACK software program (Webb, 2005). The proportions of Mn(II), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) in
XANES spectra were estimated by conducting linear combination fitting with the three model
Mn compounds, pyroxmangite (MnIISiO3), feitknechtite (MnIIIOOH), and δ-MnIVO2,
respectively (See section 2.3.4 for the choice of the model compounds) (Fig. 2). Then, the
average Mn oxidation state of the sample was calculated from the Mn(II), Mn(III), and Mn(IV)
proportions. Determination of Mn oxidation state based on XANES spectra fitting is well
established (Bargar et al., 2005a; Webb et al., 2005a; Manceau et al., 2012), and the errors of this
method have been previously assessed by Bargar et al. (2005a) with 1σ errors of Mn(II), Mn(III),
and Mn(IV) fractions to be 1.7%, 2.6%, and 2.9%, respectively, and ±0.02 for Mn oxidation
state. We have estimated the Mn oxidation states of reference Mn XANES spectra (Manceau et
al., 2012; Manceau et al., 2014) in the same way as our samples, and the result agreed well with
the reported values (Supp. Fig. 1). For EXAFS, the χ(k) spectra were k3-weighted and the data in
a k range of 3-11.3 Å-1 was used for linear combination fitting. The reference EXAFS spectra
used for fitting included those of δ-MnO2, hexagonal Na-birnessite (MnIVO2), triclinic Nabirnessite (MnIII,IVO2), groutite (α-MnIIIOOH), feitknechtite (β-MnIIIOOH), hausmannite
(MnIIMnIII2O4), synthetic todorokite ((Na,Ca,K)(Mg,MnII)MnIV6O14·5H2O), pyrolusite (βMnIVO2), pyroxmangite (MnIISiO3), hureaulite (MnII5(PO3OH)2(PO4)2·4H2O), lithiophorite
((Al,Li)MnIII,IVO2(OH)2), rhodochrosite (MnIICO3), Mn(II)-sorbed POC, Mn(II)-sorbed PIC,
Mn-sorbed ferrihydrite, and MnIIS. The fitting was performed using various combinations of the
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reference spectra until the best fit was established by minimization of the R-factor (Newville,
2000).
2.3.3. Micro XRF (μ-XRF) and manganese chemical species mapping for LSF particles
The spatial distribution of Mn in individual LSF particles and their oxidation states were
examined by μ-XRF and microprobe chemical speciation map (“chemmap”) analysis at beamline
2-3 at the SSRL. As at SSRL beamline 11-2, the Si (220) monochromator (Φ = 90o) was
calibrated using KMnO4 (pre-edge at 6543.34 eV). The general procedure for mapping LSF
particles was as follows. First, a randomly chosen area of the filter was mapped with incident
energy of 7300 eV, a beam size of 10x10 μm2, and a dwell time of 20 ms, to locate Mn-bearing
particles on the filter. The surveyed area was approximately 2400 x 1600 μm2 for near-field
samples and about three times greater for far-field samples where particle loads were low. From
this “coarse” map, smaller areas around Mn-bearing particles were chosen and further mapped at
7300 eV to measure the distribution of multiple elements (Mn, Fe, Cr, Ti, Ca, K, Cl, S, P, V, and
Si) (μ-XRF), and at four energies around the Mn K-edge (6547.0, 6552.0, 6559.0, and 6562.0
eV) to determine the spatial distribution of Mn oxidation states in the particles. The fluorescence
data from these “fine” maps were collected with a 5x5 μm2 beam size and a 50 ms dwell time.
The four XRF maps collected around the Mn K-edge were deadtime corrected, registered,
and compiled into a single file that will be referred to as a “chemmap” or “speciation map”. The
Mn fluorescence originating from the polyester filter material was corrected using Ti that is also
enriched in the polyethylene prefilter, similar to a procedure used by Lam et al. (2006), but
adapted for chemical species mapping. The Mn:Ti ratio of an empty prefilter was obtained at
each incident energy. Then, in each energy map, the Mn from the prefilter was subtracted based
on the measured Ti fluorescence and the Mn:Ti ratio of the filter at the corresponding energy.
The Ti contents are negligibly low in the studied LSF particles (Lee et al., 2018), so the
measured Ti is dominated by the Ti in the filter. After correction for the filter Mn, the
proportions of Mn(II), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) for each pixel of the map were calculated using
SMAK software (Webb, 2011). Then, the Mn(II), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) contributions were
summed for an entire particle area to yield an average Mn oxidation state of the particle.
Depending on the abundance of Mn-bearing particles on the filter, 5-22 particles were examined
in each sample (Supp. Table 2) except two samples from station 25 where <5 particles were
studied. The Mn oxidation states of the individual particles were weighted by the particle’s Mn
contents to yield an average Mn oxidation state of the sample.
2.3.4. Development of Mn chemical species mapping for hydrothermal plume samples
Chemical speciation or multi-energy mapping methods have been previously developed
and applied to determine oxidation state of Mn in Mn-oxidizing fungus (Hansel et al., 2012) and
Mn deposits in drill cores (Johnson et al., 2013). The choice of appropriate incident energies and
model compounds used for chemical species mapping can vary between different sample types
and environmental settings. As this approach had not been applied to hydrothermal plume
8

samples before, we first undertook a survey of Mn minerals present in the samples. Three SSF
and three LSF samples from the near-field and far-field plumes were mapped for Mn at Berkeley
ALS beamline 10.3.2. (I0 = 7010 eV, 4x4 μm2 spot size, dwell time = 50 ms), and quick μXANES (μ-QXANES) were collected from 41 Mn hotspots. The resulting spectra were deadtime
corrected, energy-calibrated, pre-edge subtracted and post-edge normalized using the software
available from the beamline website (https://als.lbl.gov/beamlines/10-3-2/). Each sample
spectrum was then fitted with various (n = 28) reference Mn mineral spectra available at the
beamline library (Manceau et al., 2012; Manceau et al., 2014) using linear combination fitting.
Several minerals repeatedly appeared as major components of the Mn present in the
hydrothermal plume samples: pyroxmangite (MnSiO3), feitknechtite (β-MnOOH), and δ-MnO2.
Thus, we chose these minerals as model compounds for Mn(II), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) bearing
minerals in our samples, respectively. Indeed, later PCA analysis of sample (micro and bulk) Mn
XANES spectra confirmed that the Mn in most samples, with the exception of a few samples
with reduced Mn that appeared to have an unidentifiable component, can be modeled with these
three compounds (Supp. Fig. 2). Using the “chemmap error estimator calculator” program at the
beamline (see Nicholas et al. (2017) for mathematical basis of chemmap error estimator
software), four energies were chosen (6546.0, 6551.0, 6558.0, and 6561.0 eV) that were best able
to distinguish between the three model spectra. At the ALS beamline 10.3.2, the monochromator
was calibrated so that the first inflection point of the Mn foil XANES scan is set at 6537.67 eV.
At the SSRL beamline 2-3, the same feature of the Mn foil XANES appeared 1.0 eV higher than
at ALS 10.3.2 due to the different monochromator calibration methods of the two facilities.
Thus, at SSRL 2-3, incident energies of 6547.0, 6552.0, 6559.0, and 6562.0 eV were used to
generate chemmaps (Fig. 2).
The reliability of the Mn chemical mapping technique to estimate average oxidation state
was assessed in three ways. First, reference Mn XANES spectra in the library were treated as
unknowns and we estimated their average oxidation states by sampling the reference spectra at
the four energies used for our chemmap procedure and compared against the average oxidation
states determined by Manceau et al. (2012; 2014) using XANES. These reference XANES
spectra include those from both pure-valence Mn minerals and mixed-valence Mn minerals. The
Mn average oxidation states that resulted from the chemmap calculation agreed well with the
known values, falling on the 1:1 line (Fig. 3a).
Secondly, at SSRL beamline 2-3, dozens of μ-XANES spectra (n = 48) were taken from
random Mn-rich spots after samples were analyzed for Mn chemmap. The Mn oxidation states of
the spots were calculated from the μ-XANES spectra in the same way that bulk XANES spectra
were processed (section 2.3.1), and the result was compared to that computed from chemmap for
the corresponding spots. The Mn oxidation state calculated from chemmap generally agrees with
that from μ-XANES, but the former tends to be ~14% higher than the latter (Fig. 3b). For these
samples, the chemical species mapping seems to underestimate the fractions of Mn(III) and
instead overestimates fractions of Mn(IV), whereas it estimates the fractions of Mn(II) relatively
well (Supp. Fig. 3). This disagreement may indicate that the energies chosen for chemical
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mapping cannot distinguish Mn(III) and Mn(IV) in the samples effectively. Alternatively, the
samples may have been photo-reduced during μ-XANES collection because they were irradiated
by X-ray at room temperature for a longer time for μ-XANES (~9 min for 5x5 μm2 area) than for
chemmap (<1 min for the same area). Because μ-XANES were obtained after chemical mapping,
the photoreduction of the sample could make the μ-XANES-determined oxidation states appear
lower than the chemmap-determined values. If the offset between chemmap and μ-XANES is
due to inadequate choice of energies used for chemmap, the chemmap-determined oxidation
states could be corrected downward using an empirical fit. If the offset is due to photoreduction
during the collection of μ-XANES, then the chemmap-determined oxidation state should be more
accurate.
Lastly, a sufficiently large area (1800 x 400 μm2) of an SSF sample from station 20,
2550m depth (GT8705st) was analyzed for chemical species mapping to calculate the average
Mn oxidation state of the area. The result was compared to the Mn oxidation state of the same
sample determined by bulk XANES at SSRL beamline 11-2, where the sample was cooled with
liquid nitrogen, minimizing the beam damage. Although the areas of the filter that were
irradiated by X-ray may not be the same between the two, the comparison is justifiable because a
large enough area of the SSF filter was examined in both cases such that particle heterogeneity
should be averaged out. The chemmap resulted in an average Mn oxidation state of 3.72, which
is ~3% higher than that determined from bulk XANES (3.61). The Mn(II) fractions were less
than 9% in both analyses, while chemmap estimated less Mn(III) (10%) but more Mn(IV) (81%)
than bulk XANES (28% and 66%, respectively). Since the offset between the oxidation states
determined by chemmap and bulk XANES was smaller when the bulk XANES was collected in
a cryostat, we suspect that the ~14% offset between chemmap and μ-XANES observed in Fig. 3b
was largely caused by photoreduction of the samples during μ-XANES analysis. We therefore
conclude that the Mn oxidation state calculated by chemmap is relatively reliable, although it
appears to overestimate Mn(IV) at the expense of Mn(III), leading to a slight (<3%) overestimate
of the average oxidation state. Therefore, for LSF samples, we focus on the discussion of Mn
oxidation state rather than the relative fractions of Mn(II)/(III)/(IV). The standard error of the
regression slope (±0.02) in Fig. 3a was used as the uncertainty of chemmap-determined Mn
oxidation states.
2.4. Sorbed Mn standards
Several Mn(II)-sorbed particles were prepared to compare their EXAFS spectra to those
from our Mn(II)-bearing samples from the hydrothermal plume. Mn(II)-sorbed POC was
prepared using a method modified from Bargar et al. (2005a). A mixture of cultured
phytoplankton (Radiococcus planktonicus and Chlorella minutissima) was filtered and washed
with 0.2 mM ascorbate in 10 mM HEPES solution to remove any Mn oxides formed during
culturing. After a short wash with Milli-Q water, the particles were resuspended and left in 1 mM
Mn(II)Cl2 added to 50 mM NaCl/10 mM HEPES solution overnight in darkness to allow Mn(II)
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adsorption onto the particles. Next day, the particles were filtered with 0.2 μm polycarbonate
filters and dried in a laminar flow bench.
For Mn-sorbed ferrihydrite, 2-line ferrihydrite was synthesized following the procedure
from Schwertmann and Cornell (2000). For Mn(II)-sorbed PIC, we used foraminifera collected
from sediment cores. In order to remove potential contamination of trace metal in natural
foraminifera samples, they were first rinsed with Milli-Q water and methanol, cleaned with
reductive and oxidative reagents, and finally leached in weak acid as in Martin and Lea (2002).
The ferrihydrite and foraminifera were added to 0.2 μm-filtered, surface seawater with low trace
element concentrations amended with 1 mM Mn(II)Cl2, left suspended overnight in darkness,
and then filtered the next day. The Mn-sorbed biogenic silica (bSi) standard was not examined
because bSi concentrations were negligible in the plume (Lam et al., 2018). The XANES and
EXAFS spectra of all absorption standards were obtained at the SSRL beamline 11-2 in the
liquid nitrogen cryostats. From the XANES analysis, the Mn sorbed onto ferrihydrite was found
to have an oxidation state of 2.97. This is probably because sorbed Mn(II) was catalytically
oxidized at the surface of ferrihydrite as previously reported (Davies and Morgan, 1989; Junta
and Hochella, 1994).
3. Results
3.1. Spatial distribution and oxidation state of Mn in SSF particles
Distribution of Mn in SSF particles in the near-field plume agrees with the observation of
Hoffman et al. (2018) where they found weak spatial correlations between Fe (as Fe
oxyhydroxides), Mn, and Ca (as calcite) in the particles from stations 18 and 20. In these
samples, Mn is sometimes co-located with Fe but also appears as Mn-only particles (Supp. Fig.
4a). Both Mn-only particles and Mn-Fe particles are also observed in the far-field plume,
although they are rare and concentrations of Mn and Fe are lower compared to the near-field
plume (Supp. Fig. 4b).
Overall, Mn in most SSF samples at all stations appears to be oxidized, with average
oxidation states ranging between 3.2 and 3.7 (Fig. 4 and Supp. Table 1). One exception is the
sample from 2500m depth at station 18 that has an average oxidation state of 2.8 (GT8436st).
The mineralogy of Mn in this sample could not be identified in this study (see section 3.3), but
since station 18 is located above the ridge axis, they may be materials near the venting site that
have been entrained within the plume. A similar source has been proposed for the origin of
organic matter in other hydrothermal plumes (Bennett et al., 2011; Breier et al., 2012; Bennett et
al., 2015). At station 20, the Mn oxidation state increases from 3.4 at 2300m depth to 3.7 at
2800m depth (Fig. 4 and Supp. Table 1). However, below the plume, the Mn oxidation state of
the particles decreases to 3.2 at 2900m. Average Mn oxidation state within the plume (22002800m, except the sample from 2500m depth at station 18) is slightly higher at station 20
(3.6±0.1) than at the other stations (3.5±0.1, 3.5±0.1, 3.3±0.1 at stations 18, 21, and 25,
respectively), but there is no clear difference between the near-field and far-field plume SSF
particles (Fig. 4). Although the Mn oxidation state is similar, the fraction of Mn(III) in pMn is
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noticeably different between the near-field and far-field plumes (Fig. 5). Depth-averaged Mn(III)
fractions in the plume particles are 21±16% and 19±12% at stations 18 and 20, respectively, but
they decrease to 6±11% and 9±14% at stations 21 and 25. The decrease in Mn(III) fractions in
the far-field plume is compensated by an increase in Mn(II) and Mn(IV) fractions, mostly in
Mn(II) (Fig. 5).
3.2. Spatial distribution and oxidation state of Mn in LSF particles
In the near-field plume, LSF pMn mostly occurs as hotspots of small (tens of μm)
aggregates or large Fe- and Mn-rich aggregates that are hundreds of μm in size (Fig. 6a,b). The
large aggregates with Mn- and/or Fe-rich particles often appear with Cl (Fig. 6 and 7a),
indicating an association or aggregation of these particles with organic matter. The Cl is from
salt in seawater that is retained within porous organic aggregates as samples dry. Since carbon
fluorescent X-rays are too weak to be detected at the beamline we used, Cl was used as a tracer
of organic matter aggregates. At stations 18 and 20, more large Fe- and Mn-rich aggregates are
found at depths below the center of the plume, but they are not observed in the far-field plume
(Fig. 6c,d).
At station 18, LSF pMn above the center of the plume is reduced (oxidation state <2.6),
but the LSF pMn around and below the center of the plume is oxidized (oxidation state ~3.5)
except at 2550m depth (Fig. 4 and Supp. Table 2). All individual particles examined from the
2550m depth sample (GT8435qp) were reduced (Supp. Table 2), and a unique particle type was
also observed in this sample. These unique particles have moderate Mn but little Fe and Cl, and
the Mn is dominated by Mn(II) and appears as a smooth and diffuse coating rather than as
hotspots (Fig. 7b). At station 20, the Mn oxidation state of LSF particles increases with depth
from 3.23 at 2300m depth to 3.97 at 2800m depth (Fig. 4 and Supp. Table 2). The increase in Mn
oxidation state with depth was also observed in SSF particles at station 20 (Fig. 4 and Supp.
Table 1), but it is more prominent in the LSF particles. Below the plume (2900m), the Mn
oxidation state of LSF particles decreases to 3.40 like it did in the SSF particles (3.22), indicating
that the oxidation process is slow outside of the plume.
The LSF pMn from the far-field plume mostly appears as small (tens of μm) aggregates
(Fig. 6c,d and 7c) and they appear infrequently. Unlike the small aggregates found in the nearfield plume, Mn in these aggregates is reduced (Fig. 7c). Among 50 individual particles
investigated at stations 21 and 25, 47 particles exhibit Mn oxidation state lower than 3 (Supp.
Table 2). The average Mn oxidation state of LSF particles within the plume (2200-2800m) at
stations 21 (2.5±0.4) and 25 (2.5±0.2) is lower than of those at stations 20 (3.4±0.6) and 18
below 2400m (3.2±0.5) (Fig. 4 and Supp. Table 2). Even accounting for a potential slight (~3%)
overestimation of the oxidation state by chemmap (see section 2.3.4), the difference is
significant. The Mn in LSF particles at stations 21 and 25 is also considerably more reduced than
those in SSF particles at the same depths (Fig. 4), implying that the Mn in SSF and LSF particles
are not exchanging rapidly in the far-field plume.
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Very reduced Mn (oxidation state between 2.1-2.2) in the LSF particles is found at the
upper boundary of the plume at stations 18 (2200m) and 20 (2250m) (Fig. 4). The Mn observed
at these depths is often associated with organic aggregates or fecal pellets (discernible from their
defined shapes) that contain relatively low concentrations of Fe and Mn (Fig. 7d). Given the
depths at which they were found, these particles likely originated from the water column above.
The C-rich, Fe-poor particles have been also found at the top of the plume (2350m) at these
stations (18 and 20) and were shown to be a mixture of plume materials and sinking POC from
the overlying water column (Hoffman et al., 2018). Organic aggregates with low concentrations
of Fe and Mn were also observed at other depths and stations (e.g., station 18, 2610m and station
25, 2650m) and were always associated with reduced Mn.
3.3. Mn mineralogy based on Mn EXAFS
Two SSF samples collected from the center of the near-field plume, GT8437st (station
18, 2450m) and GT8705st (station 20, 2550m), were analyzed for Mn by EXAFS in an attempt
to identify Mn minerals appearing in the samples. The Mn in these samples is oxidized, with
oxidation states of 3.48 and 3.61, respectively. The EXAFS spectra from these two samples were
almost identical and show peaks at around k = 6.6, k = 7.8-7.9, and k = 8.9 Å-1 (Fig. 8). The peak
at k = 7.8-7.9 Å-1 is broader and smaller than the peak of δ-MnO2 appearing at k = ~8 Å-1, and the
k = ~8.9 Å-1 peak also appears at a lower k than that of δ-MnO2 (k = ~9.1 Å-1). The location of
these peaks suggests the presence of triclinic birnessites in the samples. Indeed, linear
combination fitting of these EXAFS spectra shows that both samples have a significant amount
of triclinic birnessite (Fig. 8). The spectra of GT8437st are best modeled with 16%
pyroxmangite, 7% feitknechtite, 33% triclinic birnessite, and 44% δ-MnO2 (R-factor = 0.115).
Similarly, the spectra of GT8705st are best modeled with 9% hureaulite, 9% feitknechtite, 34%
triclinic birnessite, and 48% δ-MnO2 (R-factor = 0.139). Considering that triclinic birnessite
contains 38 mol% of Mn(III) (Silvester et al., 1997), the Mn oxidation states of the samples are
calculated to be 3.48 for GT8437st and 3.60 for GT8705st from the EXAFS, which agrees with
those calculated from the XANES spectra (3.48 and 3.61; Supp. Table 1).
In order to identify minerals with reduced Mn appearing in the samples, two samples
were examined by EXAFS. One was an SSF sample from station 18, 2500m depth (GT8436st),
whose Mn oxidation state is 2.80 according to its determination by bulk XANES. The other
sample was a single LSF particle found at 2550m depth at station 18 (GT8435qp) with a smooth
and diffuse coating of reduced Mn and little Fe and Cl (Fig. 7b). A 10x10 μm2 spot of this
particle was analyzed for XANES and EXAFS, and the Mn oxidation state of the analyzed spot
was 2.37. The EXAFS from the SSF and LSF samples show features at different k (Supp. Fig. 5),
demonstrating that they contain different types of Mn minerals from each other. Removal of
dissolved Mn(II) by adsorption onto other particles (Mandernack and Tebo, 1993) or sulfide
formation (Breier et al., 2012) has been reported in some hydrothermal systems. However,
neither of our sample spectra could be modeled with the sorption standards in our library,
including Mn(II)-sorbed POC, Mn(II)-sorbed PIC, Mn-sorbed ferrihydrite, Mn sulfide, nor by
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other common Mn(II)-bearing minerals such as hureaulite, pyroxmangite, and rhodochrosite
(Supp. Fig. 5). Therefore, at least two different Mn(II)-bearing minerals seem to exist in these
hydrothermal plume particles, but they could not be identified in this study.
4. Discussion
4.1. Mn cycling in the near-field plume
Within the hydrothermal plume at stations 18 and 20, Mn in SSF particles is dominated
by oxidized Mn (Fig. 4). At station 18, the oxidized Mn in LSF particles appears only at depths
below 2400m (Fig. 4), but the oxidized LSF pMn appears at a broader depth range at station 20.
This result is consistent with the observation by Resing et al. (2015) that dMn is lost rapidly via
oxidation to a particulate phase in the near-field plume.
At these stations, LSF particles make up ~25% of the total suspended particulate matter
in the plume (Lam et al., 2018), and this size partitioning extends to most elements, such that
most trace elements are found mainly (70-80%) in SSF particles. However, Mn concentrations
are similar between SSF and LSF particles, indicating that Mn contents in LSF particles are
higher compared to the other elements (Lee et al., 2018; Supp. Fig. 6). Such an unusual size
partitioning of pMn with half in the LSF was only observed in the near-field hydrothermal
plume. In the near-field, vent fluids are diluted rapidly by deep-ocean seawater, and the turbulent
mixing of the two accelerates aggregation of the particles that were entrained during the plume
rise as well as those precipitating within the plume (Dymond and Roth, 1988; Adams et al.,
2011; Bennett et al., 2011; Jiang and Breier, 2014). This results in aggregates of high Mn, Fe (Fe
oxyhydroxides), and Cl (organic matter) that are as big as several hundred μm in size (Fig. 6a,b
and 7a). Cowen and colleagues showed that particulate Mn oxides in the Juan de Fuca Ridge
hydrothermal plume often appear as metal-encrusted capsule bacteria (Cowen and Li, 1991), and
suggested that the shape and sticky nature (polysaccharides) of the capsules may increase
aggregation efficiency (Cowen, 1992). If Mn-oxidizing bacteria present in the 15°S EPR plume
had similar properties, they would have also facilitated formation of large aggregates at stations
18 and 20. Even still, only Mn (and Co, see section 4.3.1) is so highly partitioned to the LSF, so
a mechanism is required that selectively enriches Mn (and Co) in the LSF and not other
elements.
The precipitation of additional Mn in the LSF may be related to autocatalytic Mn oxide
formation. Microbial Mn(II) oxidation primarily produces δ-MnO2, a poorly crystalline
phyllomanganate (a manganese oxide that consists of layers of edge-sharing MnO6 octahedra) in
hexagonal symmetry (Bargar et al., 2000; Villalobos et al., 2003; Jurgensen et al., 2004; Bargar
et al., 2005b; Webb et al., 2005b). This primary product is dominated by Mn(IV) oxides (Bargar
et al., 2000). In the presence of dissolved Mn(II), the microbial oxidation reaction is followed by
an inorganic, autocatalytic oxidation in which dissolved Mn(II) adsorbed to the surface of the
biogenic Mn oxide is oxidized while reducing Mn(IV) of the mineral to Mn(III) (Bargar et al.,
2005a; Learman et al., 2011b). The increased Mn(III) in the octahedral sheet results in JahnTeller distortions, transforming (“ripening”) hexagonal birnessite into triclinic (or “pseudo14

orthogonal”) birnessite (Lanson et al., 2002; Webb et al., 2005b; Learman et al., 2011b; Ling et
al., 2018) when Mn(III) concentrations exceed ~25 mol% (Ling et al., 2018). Learman et al.
(2011b) further observed that the autocatalytic oxidation could not be sustained without
continued formation of fresh, biogenic Mn(IV) oxides because the reactivity of the Mn oxides
decreases as Mn(III) increases in the mineral phase.
The EXAFS results of the two SSF samples from the near-field stations show that Mn in
the samples are composed of ~34% triclinic birnessite and ~46% δ-MnO2 (Fig. 8). This suggests
that both biotic (microbial) and abiotic (autocatalytic) oxidation of Mn(II) occur actively in the
near-field plume, and the autocatalytic reaction is as important as microbial oxidation in
precipitating Mn oxides. The Mn(III) in the particles might also have resulted from a reduction
of Mn(IV) oxides by Fe(II) (Postma, 1985; Postma and Appelo, 2000), but the possibility is low
due to rapid loss of vent-derived Fe(II) before the formation of Mn oxides. Measurable amounts
of dFe(II) were only found at the bottom layers of station 18 (1.9 nM at 2550m and 0.5 nM at
2625m depth; Moffett et al., 2014), but even in these layers, dMn(II) concentrations are 7-24
times higher than dFe(II) (13.8 nM at 2550m and 11.9 nM at 2625m depth; Resing et al., 2015),
suggesting that autocatalytic Mn(II) oxidation is more likely to occur than Fe(II) oxidation at the
surface of Mn oxides. Manganese in the LSF particles is as oxidized as or even more oxidized
than Mn in the SSF particles from corresponding depths and stations in the near-field plume (Fig.
4). Since autocatalytic Mn oxidation decreases Mn(IV) and increases Mn(III) contents in Mn
oxides, highly oxidized Mn in the LSF particles implies that fresh microbial Mn oxidation also
occurs within the LSF particles. Therefore, Mn in the LSF particles is not just the result of
aggregation of small pMn, but also of additional Mn oxide precipitation via microbial oxidation
that is presumably followed by autocatalytic Mn oxidation.
Oxidation of soluble Fe(II) in the hydrothermal plume precipitates nanoparticulate Fe(III)
oxyhydroxides in the colloidal (<0.2 μm) size fraction (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017), which then
grow to a filterable particulate (>0.2 μm) size via adsorption to or aggregation with organic C,
forming Fe(III) oxyhydroxide-Corg composites (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Hoffman et al., 2018).
The growth of these small Fe particles to the LSF particles (>51μm) is thought to be controlled
by general particle aggregation processes, i.e., collision with other particles. Since Fe
oxyhydroxides scavenge many trace elements such as P and V, the distribution of these elements
between SSF and LSF particles also follows that of pFe. For Mn, continuous microbial and
autocatalytic Mn oxidation precipitates Mn oxides in both SSF and LSF particles. While small
pMn also grow to large aggregates by general particle aggregation processes, additional Mn
deposition onto LSF particles causes Mn to be more concentrated in the LSF relative to Fe and
other elements, resulting in the unusual size fractionation between the SSF and LSF.
4.2. Mn cycling in the far-field plume
Resing et al. (2015) observed that dissolved Mn and excess 3He (3Hexs) concentrations
are linearly correlated in the far-field hydrothermal plume from stations 21 to 36. As 3Hexs is
conservative, i.e., only diluted by mixing without gain or loss, the correlation suggests that
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dissolved Mn(II) is almost conservative in the far-field plume, without being lost to a particulate
phase via Mn oxide precipitation or adsorption. Thus, pMn found in the far-field plume likely
originates from near-field materials. At far-field stations 21 and 25, average oxidation states of
Mn in SSF particles are similar to or slightly lower than those in the near-field plume (Fig. 4),
and their Mn(III) fractions are small (Fig. 5). Assuming that the Mn(III) fraction comes from
triclinic birnessite, the results suggest that oxidized pMn in the SSF is transported to the far-field
without further secondary (autocatalytic) Mn oxidation during transport. The Mn oxides with
triclinic birnessite found at near-field stations probably grew into fast-sinking large particles and
were removed from the plume before reaching the far-field stations. The SSF pMn advected to
the far-field plume may be a fraction of near-field SSF pMn that did not undergo autocatalytic
oxidation, stayed small, and ripened to other Mn(IV) oxides that are less reactive (see section
4.3).
The Mn in far-field LSF particles is significantly reduced compared to that of SSF
particles from the same location (Fig. 4). The large difference in Mn oxidation states between
these SSF and LSF particles implies that little or very slow aggregation occurs for pMn in the
far-field plume. This agrees with the observation that the fraction of LSF pMn in total pMn
decreases downstream of the plume (Supp. Fig. 6), which indicates that aggregation of SSF to
LSF pMn is slower than the removal of LSF pMn via sinking during plume dispersal (Supp. Fig.
6).
The Mn in LSF particles at the far-field stations is also far more reduced than at the nearfield stations (Fig. 4), suggesting early and preferential loss of oxidized LSF pMn during
westward advective transport. Several studies have suggested that concentrated microbial
respiration can exhaust O2 inside organic aggregates, leading to the formation of anaerobic and
even anoxic microenvironments in the particles (Alldredge and Cohen, 1987; Ploug et al., 1997;
Klawonn et al., 2015). In such environments, microbial dissimilatory Mn reduction may occur,
and the reduced Mn(II) can be released as an aqueous phase (i.e., reductive dissolution),
reoxidized, or reprecipitated as Mn(II)-bearing minerals (Thamdrup et al., 1994; Van Cappellen
et al., 1998; Johnson et al., 2016). However, a recent modeling study showed that anaerobic
microenvironments in aggregates are more likely to develop in regions where ambient O2
concentrations are low (e.g., oxygen minimum zones in the eastern tropical Pacific), but not in
bathypelagic waters where O2 is sufficiently high (Bianchi et al., 2018). Moreover, labile
particulate organic carbon concentrations at these depths are too low to exhaust O2 in the
aggregates (Lam et al., 2018).
It is more likely that LSF Mn oxides in the hydrothermal plume were removed by
gravitational sinking at the near-field stations and during transport to the far-field stations. Given
that the large aggregates with oxidized Mn observed in the near-field plume were not found in
the far-field plume (Fig. 6 and 7), we conclude that Mn oxides grow and aggregate quickly to
large aggregates in the near-field and settle out of the plume before reaching station 21. The
rapid removal of pMn in the near-field plume has been also suggested from a large decrease in
pMn concentrations compared to 3Hexs (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2018). Using a suite
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of synchrotron X-ray microscopy and spectroscopy techniques, Hoffman et al. (2018) showed
that the materials in the fluffy layers (3178m depth) at the bottom of station 20 are mostly from
the upper water column and overlying hydrothermal plume. The pMn found in the fluffy layers
was dominated by δ-MnO2, supporting the idea that Mn oxides settled out of the water column
quickly before being transported to the far-field.
We suspect that the reduced Mn found in the far-field plume LSF particles is mostly
associated with particles settled from the overlying water column, although its mineralogy could
not be identified. The Mn associated with such particles seems to be mostly in a reduced form,
either adsorbed or biologically bound, as observed in the LSF particles from the upper boundary
of the plume (Mn oxidation state 2.1-2.2) (Fig. 4; section 3.2). This reduced pMn, settled from
the overlying water column, is likely present both in the near-field and far-field plumes, but
makes up a greater portion of the particles in the far-field due to a smaller contribution of the
hydrothermal Mn oxides.
4.3. Implication on the scavenging of trace elements
In the hydrothermal plume, Fe (oxyhydr)oxides and Mn oxides scavenge trace elements
(TE) and remove them from the plume (German and Seyfried Jr., 2014 and references therein).
The change in the pMn mineralogy and oxidation state between the near-field and far-field
plumes may affect its adsorption capacity. In order to elucidate this, we used tracer-tracer plots
which have been previously used to examine scavenging and removal occurring in hydrothermal
plumes (German et al., 1990; German et al., 1991; Rudnicki and Elderfield, 1993). In these plots,
if the concentrations of an element on the y-axis form a straight line with the concentrations of
an element on the x-axis, both elements are mixed and diluted away from a hydrothermal source
at the same rate. However, if the element concentrations on the y-axis are curved with respect to
those on the x-axis, the y-axis element is scavenged onto the x-axis element (convex upward) or
removed from the plume faster than the x-axis element (convex downward) during mixing. We
plotted the particulate concentrations of elements that are known to be preferentially scavenged
by Mn oxides: cobalt (Co), molybdenum (Mo), lead (Pb), and protactinium (Pa) (Mckenzie,
1980; Lee and Tebo, 1994; Moffett and Ho, 1996; Nelson et al., 1999a; Kashiwabara et al., 2011;
Hayes et al., 2015), with respect to excess pMn and pFe concentrations in the near-field and farfield plumes (Fig. 9, 10, 12 and Supp. Fig. 7). Excess pMn (pMnxs) and pFe (pFexs) are the pMn
and pFe concentrations corrected for lithogenic fractions (see Lam et al., 2018), and are used
interchangeably with Mn oxides and Fe (oxyhydr)oxides.
4.3.1. Scavenging of cobalt
In the studied southern EPR hydrothermal plume, particulate cobalt (pCo) behaves
similarly to pMn in the near-field plume. Among the 15 elements analyzed, particulate Co and
Mn are the only elements distributed almost evenly between SSF and LSF in the near-field
plume (Lee et al., 2018). Particulate Co and excess pMn concentrations are also strongly
correlated in both SSF and LSF particles in the near-field plume (Fig. 9a), suggesting that Co co17

exists with Mn oxides as a result of Co scavenging onto Mn oxides. In the far-field plume,
however, the correlation between pMnxs and pCo disappears as pCo concentrations fall to
background levels while pMnxs concentrations remain elevated in the plume (Fig. 9b).
The different Co-Mn correlations between near and far-field plumes result from the
mechanism by which Co is oxidized. Cobalt was previously suggested to be directly co-oxidized
by Mn-oxidizing bacteria (Lee and Tebo, 1994; Moffett and Ho, 1996). However, later it was
found that soluble Co(II) is sorbed onto the surface of Mn oxides, and then indirectly oxidized to
insoluble Co(III) oxides (Murray et al., 2007; Tanaka et al., 2013) using Mn in the mineral as an
oxidant, i.e., reducing Mn(IV) in the mineral to Mn(III) (Crowther et al., 1983). This process is
similar to the autocatalytic oxidation of Mn(II) by freshly-formed Mn(IV) oxides discussed in
section 4.1, and soluble Mn(II) and Co(II) may even compete for the fresh Mn(IV) oxides to be
oxidized (Murray et al., 2007). Thus, freshly-formed Mn oxides in the near-field plume were
used to oxidize soluble Co (as well as autocatalyze further oxidation of Mn(II)), leaving pMn
with a higher proportion of Mn(III) (with pCo(III)) in the near-field plume. The absence of any
Mn-Co correlation in the far-field plume suggests that: 1) Mn oxides with higher Co contents
that were present in the near-field plume were mostly removed during transport and 2) further
scavenging of Co did not occur, at least not at a noticeable rate, in the far-field plume. The little
Co scavenging in the far-field plume could be partly due to low labile Co (LCo, unbound and
weakly bound to organic ligands) concentrations in the ambient seawater. Dissolved Co
concentrations in the deep South Pacific were between 20-40 pM, but most of it was strongly
bound to organic ligands (Hawco et al., 2016). The LCo in deep waters was almost undetectable
(detection limit: 3.6 pM), except at station 18 where the LCo concentration was elevated up to 14
pM at depths between 2350m and 2500m, indicating hydrothermal inputs (Hawco et al., 2016).
Such LCo seemed to be quickly scavenged near the ridge, however, and the LCo concentration
dropped to background levels at station 20 and remained low in the far-field plume. Another
reason for little Co scavenging in the far-field plume is the lack of or extremely slow biogenic
Mn oxide formation. Since Co oxidation occurs via Mn(IV) oxides, similar to autocatalytic
Mn(II) oxidation, the absence of fresh Mn(IV) oxide formation in the far-field plume also
hinders scavenging of Co via oxidative precipitation.
4.3.2. Scavenging of molybdenum
In a previous study, Ho et al. (2018) suggested that Mo is scavenged to both pFexs and
pMnxs in the near-field plume based on pMo-pFexs and pMo-pMnxs plots of the SSF particles.
However, close inspection of these plots reveals that SSF pMo-pFexs is in fact slightly convex
downward (Supp. Fig. 7a), while SSF pMo-pMnxs is linear (Fig. 9c and Supp. Fig. 7c). In the
LSF particles, it is more obvious that pMo forms a straight line with respect to pMnxs but not
with respect to pFexs (Fig. 9c, Supp. Fig. 7b,d), indicating that Mo is adsorbed onto pMn rather
than pFe. The observed correlations in the pMo-pFexs plots are merely a reflection of the pMnxspFexs relationship (Supp. Fig. 7e,f) because Mo is associated with pMn. The Mo is adsorbed onto
pMn with the same pMo:pMnxs slope for the SSF and LSF, although there appears to be a pool
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of pMo in the SSF (a positive y-intercept) that is not in the LSF (Fig. 9c and Supp Fig. 7c,d).
The dominant host phase of Mo in natural ferromanganese oxides has been under debate,
but in recent years it is commonly thought to be Mn oxides (Barling and Anbar, 2004; Wasylenki
et al., 2008). The preferential scavenging of Mo onto Mn oxides over Fe (oxyhydr)oxides is
attributed to a different adsorption mechanism for Mo onto the Mn and Fe minerals
(Kashiwabara et al., 2011; Tanaka et al., 2018). In the oxic ocean, dissolved Mo (dMo) exists
dominantly as molybdate (MoO42-), which is an oxyanion. Oxyanions (e.g., PO43-) are often
attracted electrostatically to Fe (oxyhydr)oxides and form outer-sphere complexes because the
surface charge of Fe(OH)3 is slightly net positive, whereas that of δ-MnO2 is net negative at
seawater pH (Kashiwabara et al., 2011). While molybdate can be attracted to Fe (oxyhydr)oxides
like other oxyanions under certain conditions, Mo is dominantly adsorbed to Mn oxides at
modern seawater pH and dMo concentrations (~0.11 μmol/L) (Kashiwabara et al., 2011). Under
such conditions, the empty d0 electron configuration and appropriate ionic radius of Mo6+ leads
to its adsorption in a distorted octahedral coordination, with inner-sphere complexes between
Mo6+ and the –O-/–OH groups on the Mn oxide surface (Tanaka et al., 2018). This complex is
more stable and therefore preferred than the outer-sphere complex that a molybdate anion forms
to an Fe (oxyhydr)oxide surface (Kashiwala et al., 2011).
As observed with Co, the correlation between pMo and pMnxs in both size fractions
disappears in the far-field plume (Fig. 9d), implying that Mn oxides with high Mo contents
rapidly settled out near the ridge and further Mo scavenging did not occur in the far-field plume.
The lack of Co scavenging in the far-field plume was ascribed in section 4.3.1 to the lack of or
reduced in-situ biogenic Mn oxidation and low LCo levels in the far-field. However, this is not
the case for Mo because Mo scavenging does not necessarily need freshly-formed Mn oxides as
the scavenging occurs via adsorption, not oxidative precipitation, and dMo is also not depleted in
the far-field plume (Ho et al., 2018). As the LSF pMn in the far-field plume is mostly in the
Mn(II) form rather than as Mn oxides (Fig. 4 and Supp. Table 2), these particles would not be
expected to scavenge Mo. The SSF particles in the far-field appear to have oxidized Mn (Fig. 4
and Supp. Table 1), but their Mn(III) fractions are lower than for those in the near-field (Fig. 5
and Supp. Table 1). We suspect that far-field SSF pMn is composed of Mn minerals of lower
reactivity that cannot adsorb Mo as effectively as the Mn oxides in the near-field plume that were
discussed in section 4.1. Metal sorption properties of Mn oxides are known to be largely affected
by their structure, Mn(III) contents, and vacancies (Nico and Zasoski, 2000; Zhao et al., 2009;
Landrot et al., 2012), and a change in such properties may have reduced the reactivity of Mn
oxides in the far-field plume. Unfortunately, this question remains unresolved because we were
unable to obtain EXAFS data of adequate quality from the dilute far-field plume particles.
4.3.3. Scavenging of lead
Unlike Co and Mo, which have adsorption mechanisms specific to Mn oxides, Pb can be
adsorbed to both Fe (oxyhydr)oxides and Mn oxides by forming inner-sphere complexes
between the hydroxyl ions on the mineral surface and the Pb ions (Bargar et al., 1997; Villalobos
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et al., 2005). Preferential adsorption of Pb onto Mn oxides rather than Fe (oxyhydr)oxides has
been observed in many natural environments (Mckenzie, 1980; Nelson et al., 1999b; Wilson et
al., 2001). However, in the hydrothermal plume from the southern EPR, Pb appears to be
associated with pFexs rather than pMnxs (Fig. 10). In the near-field plume, pPb is linearly
correlated with pFe in both the SSF and LSF, indicating that Pb is associated with pFexs and
mixed away from the source at the same rate (Fig. 10d). In the far-field plume, the correlations
between pPb and pMnxs or pFexs are less clear in the tracer-tracer plot because of the scatter in
the data (Fig. 10b,e). Thus, we also plotted particulate Pb:Fexs and Pb:Mnxs ratios in the plume
(Fig. 10c,f), which were calculated after subtracting background values (assumed to be the
minimum values of the pPb, pFexs, and pMnxs in the entire plume) from each datapoint. The
slight upward curvature in the pPb vs pFexs tracer plots, and slight increase in particulate Pb:Fe
ratios between stations 21 and 30 (Fig. 10f) suggest that Pb is slowly, yet continuously
scavenged onto pFexs within the westward-flowing plume. The pPb concentrations at the
westernmost stations (stations 34 and 36) are higher than those expected from the trend (Fig.
10b,e). Similarly, increasing dissolved Pb (dPb) concentrations have been found within the
plume west of station 30, and this was attributed to the mixing of diluted plume water with deep
mid-Pacific waters containing higher dPb due to anthropogenic Pb inputs (Boyle et al., 2020). In
contrast, between stations 21 and 30, particulate Pb:Mn ratios decrease with increasing station
number (Fig. 10c), suggesting that pPb is lost faster than pMn during plume transport. Since pFe
is lost faster than pMn in the far-field plume (Supp. Fig. 8), the faster removal of pPb relative to
pMn is predictable given that Pb is associated with pFe. The scavenging of dPb by pFexs is also
supported by the data collected from GEOTRACES GO-Flo sampling bottles (Cutter and
Bruland, 2012). The GO-Flo bottle dPb concentrations often show minima at depths ~500m
below the 3Hexs maximum (Boyle et al., 2020). In the particle (>0.2μm) data collected from the
same GO-Flo bottles, the pFe maximum was also found 100-350m deeper than the 3Hexs
maximum, whereas the pMn maximum remained close in depth to the 3Hexs maximum over the
plume length (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017). Such depth difference was only observed in the GO-Flo
data where samples were collected at high depth resolution and was not found in our pump
particle data or dissolved 210Pb concentration data (Niedermiller and Baskaran, 2019).
The affinity of particles to scavenge an element, X, is described by its bulk partition
X per g particles

coefficient, Kd(X), in units X per g seawater. It is defined as K d (X) =
p

p

Xads
Xd

1

1

× SPM = K(X) × SPM,

where Xads and X d represent the concentrations (or activities) of an element, X, in the particulate
(adsorbed) and dissolved phases (g particulate (adsorbed) X per g seawater and g dissolved X per
g seawater), respectively, and SPM is the suspended particulate matter concentration (g SPM per
g seawater). End-member Kd values have been calculated for a variety of trace elements and
isotopes (TEIs) using a linear regression technique (Hayes et al., 2015; Lamborg et al., 2016;
Tang et al., 2017; Bam et al., 2020). End-member Kd values of Pb for six major particle phases
(calcium carbonate, particulate organic matter, biogenic opal, lithogenic material, authigenic Fe
(oxyhydr)oxides and Mn oxides) that make up the SPM were calculated using dissolved and
particulate 210Pb concentrations and particle composition data from the U.S. GEOTRACES
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Arctic cruise (GN01 section) (Bam et al., 2020). A significant end-member Kd(Pb) for Fe(OH)3,
Fe(OH)3

Kd

(Pb), could be calculated for LSF particles only, whereas Kd(Pb) for MnO2 ,

MnO
K d 2 (Pb),

could be calculated for SSF, LSF, and total (SSF+LSF) particles. This may simply
reflect the higher abundance of MnO2 than Fe(OH)3 particles in the Arctic basin (Xiang and
MnO
Lam, 2020). Since no significant difference was found between the K d 2 (Pb) for SSF, LSF,
MnO2

and total particles (Bam et al., 2020), we compare K d

(Pb) for total particles to the

Fe(OH)3
(Pb)
Kd

calculated from the LSF particles. The calculated Kd(Pb) is about two times higher
for MnO2 (581.1 x 107 L/kg or 595.6 x 107 g/g; calculated from total particles) than for Fe(OH)3
(240.9 x 107 L/kg or 246.9 x 107 g/g; calculated from LSF particles) (Bam et al., 2020),
indicating that Mn oxides (MnO2) have a greater affinity than Fe (oxyhydr)oxides (Fe(OH)3) to
scavenge Pb. However, in the studied hydrothermal plume, pFe concentrations are an order of
magnitude higher than pMn. Thus, pFe provides more reaction sites that Pb can adsorb to, which
may offset Fe(OH)3 having a smaller affinity than MnO2 to scavenge Pb. We calculated the
product of the end-member Kd(Pb) and the particle concentration for Fe(OH)3 and MnO2, or
K Fe(OH)3 (Pb) and K MnO2 (Pb), to show how much Pb is partitioned to each of these particle
phases for the same dissolved Pb (Pbd ) concentration. Indeed, the result shows K Fe(OH)3 (Pb) =
Fe(OH)3

Kd

(Pb) × [pFe(OH)3 ] is up to an order of magnitude higher than K MnO2 (Pb) =

MnO

K d 2 (Pb) × [pMnO2 ] over the entire plume length (Fig. 11a), supporting the idea that Pb has a
higher chance of being scavenged by Fe(OH)3 rather than by MnO2 in this hydrothermal plume.
4.3.4. Scavenging of protactinium-231 (231Pa)
The scavenging mechanism of 231Pa onto the mineral phases has not been clearly
documented, but similar to Pb, 231Pa is known to be scavenged by both Mn oxides and Fe
(oxyhydr)oxides with a higher affinity for MnO2 (Hayes et al., 2015). In the near-field of the
studied hydrothermal plume, SSF p231Pa appears to be positively correlated to both pFexs and
pMnxs at first glance (Fig. 12a,c), with an almost straight line (pFexs) or a convex upward shape
(pMnxs). However, in the LSF, p231Pa is almost linearly correlated with pMnxs but not with pFexs
(Fig. 12a,c). Why might there be a relationship between p231Pa and pFexs in the SSF but not the
LSF? If we presume that 231Pa is associated primarily with pMn, the almost linear p231Pa-pFexs
correlation in the SSF (Fig. 12c) can be explained by a combination of the convex downward
shape of pMnxs-pFexs (Supp. Fig. 7e) and the convex upward shape of p231Pa-pMnxs in the SSF
(Fig. 12a). The apparent relationship between p231Pa and pFexs in the SSF is actually a reflection
of the underlying relationship between p231Pa and pMnxs, and the relationship between pMnxs
and pFexs. Indeed, the relationship between pMnxs-pFexs in the LSF is weak (Supp. Fig. 7f), so
this results in a weak relationship between p231Pa and pFexs in the LSF. Thus, we suggest that
231
Pa is mainly scavenged by pMn in the near-field plume, which is supported by Pavia et al.
(2018) where they found the bulk partition coefficient of 231Pa (Kd(Pa)) at the near-field stations
MnO2

to be similar to the end-member Kd(Pa) for MnO2 (K d
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(Pa)) derived from the U.S.

GEOTRACES North Atlantic Zonal Transect (NAZT) cruise (GA03 section) data (Hayes et al.,
2015).
In Fig. 12a, it is interesting that the near-field p231Pa-pMnxs plots have different shapes
and slopes in the two particle size fractions: convex upward in the SSF and almost linear in the
LSF, and the slopes are lower in the LSF. For both p231Pa and pMnxs, the highest and lowest
concentrations occur at the center and the upper boundary of the plume at each station,
respectively. Since non-plume seawater has higher dissolved 231Pa (d231Pa) and lower pMn than
plume water, the curvature in the SSF particles implies that d231Pa is continuously (and rapidly)
scavenged onto hydrothermal-derived pMn during the mixing of the two waters within the plume
depth range. The scavenging of d231Pa onto the LSF pMn may be slower and thus have less
curvature because the surface area to volume ratio is smaller in the LSF than the SSF particles.
The different SSF and LSF slopes may be related to their residence times. Because small
particles sink more slowly than large particles, the SSF particles are likely a mixture of what is
precipitated in situ (formed at each station) and what was transported from upstream, whereas
LSF particles are more likely to be formed in situ. As the SSF particles from upstream are likely
to already be enriched in 231Pa due to continuous scavenging during transport, addition of these
SSF particles elevates the 231Pa:Mnxs ratios in the SSF particles (higher slope) compared to the
LSF particles.
In the far-field plume SSF particles, the p231Pa-pMnxs correlation is convex downward
(Fig. 12b), whereas the SSF p231Pa-pFexs correlation is convex upward (Fig. 12d). Therefore, in
the far-field plume, 231Pa seems to be continuously scavenged by Fe(OH)3, while Fe(OH)3
loaded with 231Pa is lost faster than pMn during transport (Supp. Fig. 8). Dissolved 231Pa in the
plume continuously grows in from the radioactive decay of 235U in seawater, causing the supply
of d231Pa to be uniform along the plume. The observed d231Pa activities increase from stations 20
to 36 because scavenging intensity decreases westward as hydrothermal particles are diluted
(Pavia et al., 2018). Pavia et al. (2018) suggested continuous scavenging of d231Pa in the far-field
plume based on a mass balance model, which is consistent with our observation in Fig. 12d.
They further showed that bulk log(Kd) (g/g) of 231Pa calculated for the SSF decreases from ~8.0
MnO
in the near-field plume, which is similar to the end-member K d 2 (Pa) derived by Hayes et al.
(2015) (~8.3; Table 1), to ~7.1 in the far-field at station 30, which is similar to the end-member
Fe(OH)3

Kd

Th

(Pa) (~7.5), although the fractionation factor of 230Th to 231Pa, (F ( ) =
Pa

Kd (Th)
),
Kd (Pa)

was

closer to that of MnO2 (5.5) than of Fe(OH)3 (11.2) at most depths within the hydrothermal
plume (ranging from ~4-13).
In order to explain the preferential scavenging of 231Pa by pMn in the near-field plume
and by pFe in the far-field plume, K MnO2 (Pa) and K Fe(OH)3 (Pa) were calculated, as was done for
Pb. Since the U.S. GEOTRACES NAZT section from which Hayes et al. (2015)’s Kd values
were derived did not include hydrothermal pMn (Lam et al., 2015a), we calculated new endmember Kd values for the entire EPZT section using the same method as Hayes et al. (2015). The
calculated Kd values from the EPZT are 0.5 and 2.6 times higher than the values from the NAZT
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for Fe(OH)3 and MnO2, respectively (Table 1). Applying these Kd values, the K MnO2 (Pa) =
Fe(OH)3
MnO
(Pa) × [pFe(OH)3 ] at
K d 2 (Pa) × [pMnO2 ] is much higher than K Fe(OH)3 (Pa) = K d
almost all stations (Fig. 11b), which does not agree with our observation of preferential
scavenging by Fe(OH)3 in the far-field (Fig. 12b,d). Since our pMn speciation results suggest
that freshly-formed hydrothermal pMn may have different mineralogy and scavenging affinity
than the pMn in the rest of the section, another set of end-member Kd values was calculated
using the near-field and far-field plumes data from 2000-3000m depth range exclusively. The
low number of data points leads to high uncertainty in the derived end-member Kd values, but we
Fe(OH)3
MnO
(Pa)
can nonetheless examine the relative changes in their values. The K d 2 (Pa) and K d
derived from the near-field plume data only are similar to the values derived from the entire
section data (Table 1), indicating that the near-field pMn and pFe largely determines the
Fe(OH)3
MnO
(Pa) of the section because the concentrations of pMn and pFe in the
K d 2 (Pa) and K d
near-field plume are significantly higher than in the rest of the section. These Kd values are
MnO2

remarkably different from those derived from the far-field plume data. The K d

(Pa) and

Fe(OH)3
(Pa) derived from the far-field plume data are two orders of magnitude lower and an
Kd
order of magnitude higher, respectively, than their near-field Kd values (Table 1). If we calculate
K MnO2 (Pa) and K Fe(OH)3 (Pa) for the near-field and far-field plumes using the corresponding Kd
values, the result shows that 231Pa is preferentially adsorbed to MnO2 in the near-field plume but
to Fe(OH)3 in the far-field plume (Fig. 11c), which is consistent with what is observed in the
tracer-tracer plots. Although the Kd values used for this study have large uncertainties originating
from the small number of data used in the calculation, the result suggests that freshly-formed
MnO2 in the near-field plume has higher affinity for 231Pa than the aged pMn in the far-field
plume. The highly-reactive Mn oxides quickly grow and settle out in the near-field plume, and
Mn oxides with lower reactivity may be advected to the far-field plume. As discussed in section
4.2, the decrease in scavenging affinity in the far-field plume may be related to the mineralogy of
pMn in the far-field plume being different from that of the near-field pMn. For Fe(OH)3, far-field
plume particles appear to have higher sorption capacity than the near-field ones. The pFe in the
near-field hydrothermal plume is mainly nanoparticulate Fe(III)oxyhydrites (100-200 nm in
diameter) co-located with organic matter, but at station 21, the pFe transforms to more discrete
minerals embedded within an organic matrix (Fitzsimmons et al., 2017; Hoffman et al., 2018).
Such morphological transition may be related to the increase in the scavenging affinity of
Fe(OH)3. Further investigation on the chemistry and mechanism of 231Pa adsorption to metal
oxides will help in understanding the processes occurring in the hydrothermal plume.

5. Conclusion
In this study, we have explored the cycling of particulate Mn in the hydrothermal plume
from the 15°S EPR using synchrotron X-ray microscopy and spectroscopy techniques. Direct
observations of the oxidation state and mineralogy of Mn in marine particles are scarce due to
their low Mn concentrations. Dick et al. (2009) reported on some mineralogical characteristics of
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Mn oxides collected in the vicinity of the hydrothermal vent, but this is the first study reporting
changes of Mn oxidation state in hydrothermal particles during transport over >1,000 km.
In the near-field plume within ~80 km of the ridge axis, oxidized Mn composed primarily
of δ-MnO2 and triclinic birnessites was found in both SSF and LSF particles. In this plume,
microbially-mediated Mn oxidation precipitates Mn(IV)-rich δ-MnO2, which is followed by
autocatalytic oxidation of dMn(II) that ripens δ-MnO2 to triclinic birnessites and deposits more
Mn(III/IV) oxides. These reactions continuously occur while pMn grows and aggregates with
other pFe and organic particles, resulting in large aggregates that are enriched in Mn relative to
the other elements. These large aggregates rapidly settle out during transport and are not found in
the far-field plume. We hypothesize that these fresh biogenic Mn oxides are also particularly
reactive to scavenging trace elements such as Co, Mo, and 231Pa, and these elements are also
removed by sinking of Mn oxides in the near-field.
In the far-field plume, oxidized Mn was found in the SSF particles. Because additional
Mn oxidation does not occur in the far-field (Resing et al., 2015), we speculate that a small
portion of the near-field SSF pMn that was not subject to autocatalysis and aggregation was
advected to the far-field plume. This pMn may have ripened to Mn(IV)-bearing minerals that are
different from the near-field Mn oxides because their Mn(III) fractions are smaller than the nearfield SSF pMn. These particles are less reactive to scavenging given that no correlation is
observed between pMn and pCo, pMo, and p231Pa in the far-field plume. The far-field LSF pMn
was dominated by reduced Mn as a result of Mn oxides removal in the near-field and slow
aggregation of small, oxidized pMn to large particles in the far-field plume.
The results of this study highlight the importance of autocatalytic Mn oxidation as well as
microbially-mediated oxidation in Mn oxides formation in the near-field plume. The study also
reveals that the scavenging of other elements by Mn oxides may be confined to the near-field
plume where fresh Mn oxides are present, implying that hydrothermal pMn in the distal plume
may be less significant for the deep-sea removal of trace elements despite its long-range
transport. Although this study is focused on Mn oxides in a single hydrothermal plume, the
principles may apply elsewhere in the water column. For instance, microbially-mediated Mn
oxides are known to be formed in the upper ocean (Cowen and Bruland, 1985; Sunda and
Huntsman, 1988; Moffett, 1997) except in the euphotic layers where Mn oxides are
photoreduced (Sunda et al., 1983; Sunda and Huntsman, 1988). Freshly-formed biogenic Mn
oxides in the upper water column would be analogous to the Mn oxides in the near-field plume
with high adsorption capacities. On the other hand, aged Mn oxides that settle to deeper water
may have ripened to different Mn minerals like far-field plume particles and thus have reduced
reactivity. Our hypothesis is supported by Hawco et al. (2018) where they showed that Co
scavenging by Mn oxides mostly occurs in the upper water (<1500m), and deep-sea Co
scavenging is very slow. The Mn-Co correlation is observed in all waters below the euphotic
layer, however, because of the settling of the Co-carrying Mn oxides from the upper water
column (Hawco et al., 2018). This is not the case in a hydrothermal plume that is horizontally
spreading because settling of the Mn-Co oxides removes the particles from the plume. The
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detailed changes occurring in Mn oxides during settling in the water column may differ from
those occurring in the hydrothermal plume, and further investigation is required to understand
the changes in the mineralogy of Mn oxides during aging and their effect on adsorption
chemistry.
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Figure captions
Figure 1. Sampling locations of the GP16 EPZT cruise. The particle samples used in this study
are from the stations circled in red.
Figure 2. Mn K-edge bulk XANES spectra of the SSF particles from station 20, 2550m depth
(GT8705st) (grey line) and the fit with 5% Mn(II), 29% Mn(III), and 66% Mn(IV) (dotted line),
which yields a Mn oxidation state of 3.61. The three XANES spectra on top represent the model
spectra for Mn(II) (pyroxmangite), Mn(III) (feitknechtite), and Mn(IV) (δ-MnO2). The four
vertical lines indicate the incident energies used to generate the Mn chemmap – 6547.0, 6552.0,
6559.0, and 6562.0 eV.
Figure 3. Mn oxidation state of (a) Mn minerals and (b) hydrothermal plume particles
determined by chemmap in comparison to those determined by XANES. The XANES-based Mn
oxidation states in (a) are from Manceau et al. (2012, 2014).The dotted lines indicate the 1:1 line.
Figure 4. Average Mn oxidation state (triangles) of SSF (top) and LSF (bottom) particles in the
near-field (stations 18 and 20) and far-field (stations 21 and 25) plumes. The location of the
hydrothermal plume is shown by increased excess 3He concentrations (fmol/kg) (grey
lines) (Jenkins et al., 2018) and particulate Mn concentrations (nM) (circles). Note that pMn
concentration scales are an order of higher at stations 18 and 20 than at stations 21 and 25.
Panels are arranged so that distance from the ridge axis increases from right to left.
Figure 5. Relative fractions of Mn(II), Mn(III), and Mn(IV) in SSF particles from the near-field
(stations 18 and 20) and far-field (stations 21 and 25) plumes shown as bar graphs (red: Mn(II),
green: Mn(III), blue: Mn(IV) on bottom x-axis). SSF particulate Mn concentrations (nM) are
shown as circles (top x-axis). Panels are arranged so that distance from the ridge axis increases
from right to left.
Figure 6. “Coarse” X-ray fluorescence (XRF) tricolor maps of LSF particles from the near-field
(a) station 18, 2500m, (b) station 20, 2550m, and far-field (c) station 21, 2600m, (d) station 25,
2550m plumes. Red, green, and blue represent Fe, Mn, and Cl, respectively. The color intensities
scale with the element concentrations, with the white levels for each color set at 400 cps, 200
cps, and 600 cps for Fe (red), Mn (green), and Cl (blue), respectively, for all panels. Co-location
of Fe and Mn appear yellow, Fe and Cl appear magenta, Mn and Cl appear cyan, and all three
elements appear white. Examples of large (~300 μm) aggregates of Mn- and Fe-rich particles
with organic matter (Cl) are shown in circles and small (~50 μm) Mn-containing aggregates by
arrows. All scale bars are 300 μm.
Figure 7. Tricolor XRF maps (left) and chemmaps (right) of LSF particles from the
hydrothermal plume: (a) large aggregates with oxidized Mn, Fe, and organic matter (Cl) from
station 18, 2610m, (b) a particle with smooth coating of reduced Mn from station 18, 2550m, (c)
small aggregates with reduced Mn from station 21, 2450m, and (d) organic aggregates with low
concentrations of reduced Mn from station 18, 2610m. Colors in the XRF maps and chemmaps
represent different elements (red = Fe, green = Mn, blue = Cl) and Mn speciation (red = Mn(II),
green = Mn(III), blue = Mn(IV)), respectively. The maximum intensities of red, green, and blue
are set to be equal within each image but vary between images to best represent how the relative
contributions of each element and Mn species change between particle types. For example, in the
XRF map in panel d, the apparent absence of green for Mn simply indicates that Mn
concentrations are much lower than Cl concentrations. The chemmap shows that there is Mn
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present, and it is all in the reduced form, Mn(II). Scale bars are 50 μm unless otherwise
indicated.
Figure 8. Mn EXAFS spectra for three Mn oxide mineral standards (thin black lines) and two
SSF particle samples from the near-field plume (thick black lines). The least squares
combination fit to the samples are indicted in the dotted lines, and the fits include ~34% triclinic
birnessite and ~46% δ-MnO2 (see sections 3.3 and 4.1). The grey shaded areas highlight the
regions of spectral difference between δ-MnO2 and triclinic birnessite.
Figure 9. Correlation between pCo, pMo and excess pMn at stations in the near-field (a and c)
and far-field (b and d) plumes. Total (SSF+LSF) particle data are shown for the far-field plume.
Station numbers for the data are shown in the figure legend.
Figure 10. Correlations between pPb and excess pMn (or pFe) concentrations at stations in the
near-field (a and d) and far-field (b and e) plumes. Changes in the background-removed, total
particulate Pb:Mnxs (c) and Pb:Fexs (f) ratios (nmol:nmol) in the far-field plume are shown with
box plots. The inset in figure (f) shows magnification of the dashed area. On each box, the
central mark indicates the median, and the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and
75th percentiles, respectively. The whiskers extend to the maximum and minimum data points.
Far-field particle data are shown as total (SSF+LSF). As shown in (b) and (e), particulate Pb
concentrations beyond station 30 are elevated because of potential anthropogenic Pb
contamination and thus were not included in (c) and (f).
Figure 11. Box plot of K MnO2 (blue) and K Fe(OH)3 (red) calculated for (a) Pb using end-member
Kd values from Bam et al. (2020) (derived from the entire Arctic section) and for 231Pa using the
end-member Kd values derived from (b) the entire EPZT section and (c) the near-field and farfield plume data exclusively. Total and SSF particle phase (MnO2 and Fe(OH)3) concentrations
were used for Pb and 231Pa, respectively. On each box, the central mark indicates the median, and
the bottom and top edges of the box indicate the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. The
whiskers extend to the maximum and minimum data points.
Figure 12. Correlations between SSF and LSF p231Pa and pMnxs (or pFexs) at stations in the
near-field (a and c) and far-field (b and d) plumes. Far-field plume data are shown for SSF
particles only because the LSF p231Pa data are unavailable due to low concentrations.
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Table 1. End-member partition coefficients of 231Pa (Kd(Pa)) for Fe(OH)3 and MnO2 derived
from various sets of data. The method used to compute these numbers is written in detail in
Hayes et al. (2015). The EPZT plume data are from 2000-3000m depth range.
MnO
Fe(OH)3
data used
K d 2 (Pa) (g/g)
(Pa) (g/g)
Kd
NAZT: entire section
(29.3 ± 5.5) x 106
(213.1 ± 42.8) x 106
EPZT: entire section
(42.7 ± 6.2) x 106
(765.9 ± 69.4) x 106
(n=334)
EPZT: near-field plume
(26.0 ± 39.6) x 106
(699.3 ± 308.2) x 106
(n=22)
EPZT: far-field plume
(204.7 ± 65.0) x 106
(8.2 ± 1646.5) x 106
(n=50)
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Mn oxidation states are different between near-field and far-field hydrothermal plume
particles.
Mn in the near-field plume particles is oxidized and a mixture of δ-MnO2 and Mn(III)containing triclinic birnessite.
Mn in small (0.8-51um) particles from the far-field plume is oxidized but low in Mn(III).
Mn in large (>51um) particles from the far-field plume is reduced, indicating little
exchange between size fractions
Freshly-formed biogenic Mn oxides in the near-field plume are more reactive to
scavenging of trace elements than far-field Mn oxides.
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